FEATUдвига

- Perfect for **light weight, smaller projects in confined spaces**

- **Sliding Trolley Top** for the Beta Lite hoist provides 5 ft. cantilever for greater reach off of the scaffold frame

- **Material delivery made easy** with mount engineered to pivot 180° allowing for convenient unloading at work level

- **Installs easily on existing standard scaffolding** with no special tools required

- **Counterweight Clamp Assembly** helps balance overall weight distribution, installs easily and accommodates your weights

- All Beta Max Mounting Systems can be **tailored to your jobsite specifications**

COMPONENT LIST

- Scorpio Post Mount: 60-53
- Counter Weight Clamp Assy: 60-1

COMPATIBLE HOISTS

- **Scorpio Plus XL (Post Mount only)**

Scaffolding frames should always be securely assembled and counter-balanced appropriately. Beta Max is not responsible for providing I-Beams or counterweights for the Counterweight Clamp Assembly. This information is intended to be informative only, and does not constitute a representation or warranty with regard to Beta Max Hoists or any products or services provided. Prices and information are subject to change. Some or all of the renderings in these materials will vary from the actual hoist systems.
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POST MOUNT
60-53 (Scorpio Plus)

Capacity: 400lbs